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hv-nema 4-15p & 4-20p is a type of electric plug for use in north america and japan. a rectangular
pin plug with a series of holes, of which the number and spacing has been standardized to

accommodate the north american national electrical manufacturers association's 16 & 20 awg wire.
the logical switch is a 4-way switch capable of selecting inputs from a plug. instead of using a rotary
switch, a 4-way switch is used to enable or disable selected inputs. a 4-way switch has two positions;

off or on. in addition to the four positions, the two positions on can be further divided into two
possible states, indicating the input being on or off. smaart di v3 introduces much-needed flexibility
to the session folder paradigm previously utilized by di. while it is still pin-pointed to the top of the

data bar, the session folder may be effectively moved down to be beneath the global program data.
this makes it a convenient storage location, especially for users with a large number of session

folders within their di setups. the session folder may be renamed or re-mapped to any sub-folder in
the default data folder, which has been expanded for large data sets by including an 80gb storage

drive for each main folder as an added bonus. the session folder is also the location of the first
session-specific stored instrumentation folder. a new instrument-specific folder is created for each

new instrument within the smaart di session by default. in certain circumstances, it may be useful to
have any sort of instrument-independent folder or folder for all instrument groups instead of
instrument-specific. one such case would be a user wishing to pool instruments into several

instrument-groups such as an all-bass instrument group. to accomplish this, a new instrumentation
folder must be created, which will allow instrument-independent storage locations for all instrument

types.
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